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1. LEARNING OBJECTIVES
This curricular unit aims to enable students to apply marketing techniques and concepts to the reality
of the industrial market, knowing the principal differences between the services market, and the
consumer goods and industrial market, including the influences on behaviour, needs and desires of
clients of industrial products and their buying process, accompanied by the appropriate tools to define
strategic and operational marketing, particularly in terms of the specificities of industrial marketing. In
an international perspective, students should know what is needed to establish, concretize and
develop international relation in business.

2. PROGRAMME
Chapter 1 – Nature and Context of Industrial Marketing – concepts and objectives of industrial
marketing; differences between industrial marketing, services marketing and consumer goods
marketing.
Chapter 2 – Specifics of Industrial Marketing – Characteristics of the industrial market; industrial
purchases and buying behaviour; the buyer/seller relation.
Chapter 3 – Segmentation and positioning – strategies of segmentation in the industrial market and its
specificities; positioning in the industrial market.
Chapter 4 – Specificity of the industrial marketing mix – product, price, place, promotion.

3. COHERENCE BETWEEN PROGRAMME AND OBJECTIVES
The objectives (O) to reach and competences (C) to acquire defined the syllabus topics as follows:
Chapter1 O – Analyse the differences between the different markets
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C – Understand the differences among industrial marketing (Mk), services Mk and
consumer goods Mk
Chapter2 O – Characterize the industrial market, understand the influences of behaviour, needs and
desires in clients and their buying process
C – Be able to define and work with the specificities of Industrial Mk
Chapter3 O – Present the appropriate techniques for a strategic definition of industrial Mk
C – Know how to define operational policies in industrial markets
Chapter4 O – Transmit the knowledge needed to establish international relations in business
C – Be able to define operational policies in industrial markets
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5. TEACHING METHODOLOGIES (INCLUDING EVALUATION)
Teaching methodology: lecture, group work, debate, field work, observation of processes, problem
solving, individual research and case studies.
Students select their assessment from the following:
Ongoing assessment – one test (50%) with a minimum of 8/20 + practical cases to be solved with
specific methodology and available guidelines in practical classes groups of 2-3 or individually (50%)
(note that this includes student-workers); or
Exam – one written test (100%), including students who did not reach a 10/20 in ongoing assessment.

NOTE - the teaching methodologies and student’s assessment, not provided for the use of e-learning,
were implemented through the use of the Colibri platform, the Sigarra and Moodle platforms, also using
other technological tools whenever necessary to promote the involvement of students and their
interaction in the development of tasks and jobs.

6. COHERENCE BETWEEN TEACHING METHODOLOGIES AND OBJECTIVES
Lectures, debate and case studies provide the students with the knowledge needed to intervene in
industrial and international markets.
Group work, individual research and field work aim for students to be able to apply the different strategic
marketing tools and techniques to the reality of the industrial market, to have the skills to define
operational marketing policies in industrial markets and be able to define strategic and operational plans
in an international context.
Debate, observation of processes and problem solving with tutorial orientation best consolidate their
knowledge.

7. ATTENDANCE
The students, including the student-workers, who opt for ongoing assessment has the obligation to
participate in scheduled obligatory classes related to the assignment (including student-workers).
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